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Abstract13

Widespread distributed fracturing during earthquakes threatens infrastructure and lifelines.14

We combine high-resolution rupture maps from the five major surface-rupturing strike-slip earth-15

quakes in southern California and northern Mexico since 1992 to incorporate the displacements16

produced by distributed ruptures into a probabilistic displacement hazard analysis framework.17

Through analysis of the spatial distribution of mapped ruptures and displacements for each of18

these events, we develop a magnitude-dependent expression for the probability per unit area of19

finding a distributed rupture that accommodates a displacement that exceeds a displacement20

threshold at a given distance away from the principal fault. Our model is best applied to esti-21

mating expected distributed displacements for strike-slip earthquakes, similar to those analyzed,22

with widespread ruptures across immature fault zones.23

Key points24

1. Strike-slip earthquakes on immature faults cause widespread ruptures that can threaten in-25

frastructure.26

2. We present a probabilistic fault displacement model based on rupture maps and displacement27

measurements.28

3. Our model estimates distributed rupture displacement hazard for strike-slip events on imma-29

ture faults.30

Introduction31

Displacements from surface-rupturing earthquakes directly threaten infrastructure and lifelines in32

tectonically active regions. Probabilistic fault displacement hazard analysis (PFDHA) addresses this33

challenge by providing estimates of the likelihood and distribution of surface displacements during34

fault rupture (e.g. Youngs et al., 2003; Petersen et al., 2011; Moss and Ross, 2011; Takao et al.,35

2013; Nurminen et al., 2020; Wang and Goulet, 2021; Scott et al., 2023). Over the past few years,36

earth scientists and engineers have joined efforts in generating standardized empirical databases37

to constrain fault displacement hazard models (Sarmiento et al., 2021; Nurminen et al., 2022).38
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The data these efforts are based on has improved due to increased coverage of surface rupturing39

earthquakes (e.g. airborne lidar, Chen et al., 2015; Hudnut et al., 2020), better post-earthquake40

response coordination (e.g. Civico et al., 2018, Mattioli et al., 2020, Baize et al., 2022), and advances41

in the repeat frequency and resolution of geodetic methods (e.g. Milliner and Donnellan, 2020; Xu42

et al., 2020).43

We present a fault displacement model focused on distributed ruptures for strike-slip faults using data44

from five major surface rupturing earthquakes in the Eastern California Shear Zone and Northern45

Mexico. These events left behind impressive footprints of broadly distributed ruptures in the desert46

that have been carefully mapped: the Landers (1992), Hector Mine (1999), El Mayor-Cucapah47

(2010), and Ridgecrest (2019 foreshock and mainshock) earthquakes (Sieh et al., 1993; Lazarte et48

al., 1994; Treiman et al., 2002; Hudnut et al., 2002; Fletcher et al., 2014; Teran et al., 2015; Milliner49

et al., 2015; Milliner et al., 2016; Ponti et al., 2020; DuRoss et al., 2020; Rodriguez Padilla et50

al., 2022a). The hazard posed by distributed ruptures remains poorly characterized for strike-slip51

earthquakes, challenging the ability of engineers and other stakeholders to evaluate the associated52

risk. In this contribution, we use surface rupture maps and displacement measurements from these53

well-documented earthquakes to help fill this data gap. To do so, we develop a relationship for54

the probability per unit area of finding a rupture at a distance away from the principal fault that55

will have a displacement greater than a threshold. This relationship may be used by end-users to56

quantify surface displacement hazard in a probabilistic framework that can inform the design and57

evaluation of lifelines and engineered structures located near or across active fault zones.58

Surface rupture and displacement measurements59

The Fault Displacement Hazard Initiative (FDHI) database, hosted and maintained by the Natural60

Hazards Risk & Resilience Research Center at the University of California, Los Angeles, includes61

66 surface-rupturing earthquakes, with moment magnitudes ranging from 5.0 to 8.0, of all faulting62

styles (Sarmiento et al., 2021). The database incorporates surface rupture maps and displacement63

measurements for each of the events. The displacements are attributed with location, amount, and,64

sometimes, direction. The ruptures are classified as primary or secondary. For the strike-slip events65

considered in this study, ruptures occur in a continuum of decaying density (see methods section),66

without a distinct change from localized or primary to distributed or secondary, and thus we classify67

all ruptures in the FDHI database for these events as distributed for the purpose of our study.68

We select five strike-slip events from the FDHI rupture database to incorporate into our model:69

the 1992 MW 7.3 Landers, 1999 MW 7.1 Hector Mine, 2010 MW 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah, and 201970

Ridgecrest earthquakes (separated into Mw 6.4 foreshock and Mw 7.1 mainshock; Figure 1). We71

choose these events because they are well-mapped, occurred on relatively immature faults (<25 km72

cumulative displacement), and share the same regional tectonic setting (Eastern California Shear73

Zone and northern Baja California transtensional rift).74
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Figure 1: Surface rupture maps from the Landers, Hector Mine, El Mayor-Cucapah, and Ridgecrest
earthquakes from the Fault Displacement Hazard Initiative (FDHI) database (Sarmiento et al.,
2021). The black lines in the El Mayor-Cucapah rupture are simplified traces mapped from radar
data and excluded in this study. The turquoise lines were mapped from field and lidar data and
included here. The purple lines in the Ridgecrest map represent the mainshock rupture map and
the orange lines represent the foreshock rupture map.

The surface rupture maps in the FDHI database include some variability in completeness and map-75

ping style. Overall, the near-field region of these earthquakes (<1 km from the principal rupture76

trace) is mapped at a similar resolution, while the far-field has some variability in spatial complete-77

ness and resolution. Specifically, the rupture map for the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake includes78

ruptures mapped from radar data at its northern end into southern California and its southern79

end through the Colorado River Delta (Figure 1)(Fletcher et al., 2014). These rupture traces are80

depicted more simply than the field- and lidar-based ruptures, and may introduce an unrealistic81

bias in the rupture population. Accordingly, we remove these radar-based rupture traces from our82

dataset. Similarly, the foreshock and mainshock Ridgecrest maps contain some ruptures that are83

doubly mapped, redundant from the original maps of Ponti et al. (2020) and DuRoss et al. (2020),84

which are both included in the FDHI database maps of the Ridgecrest events. When there are85

redundant features, we remove the simpler traces.86

A displacement model for distributed ruptures from surface rupture and87

displacement maps88

Our model estimates the probability per unit area of finding a rupture at a distance x away from89

the principal rupture with slip greater than a threshold S0. Computing this probability requires90

knowledge of the spatial distribution of ruptures and the displacements that these ruptures could91

accommodate. We address the former through analysis of the distribution of rupture density and92

the latter by examining the distribution of surface displacements measured for each of our selected93

events. The distributed displacement hazard results from the joint probability,94
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P (S > S0|x,MW ) = P (rupture|x)P (S > S0|x, rupture,MW ), (1)

where P (S > S0|x,Mw) is the probability per unit area of finding a rupture at a distance away95

from the fault, resulting from an event of a given magnitude, that will have a displacement greater96

than the threshold S0. P (rupture|x) is the probability of rupture per unit area occurring at that97

location of distance x from the principal rupture. P (S > S0|x, rupture,Mw) is the displacement98

exceedance, a probability of finding a displacement that exceeds that threshold at a given distance99

from the fault, given the presence of a rupture, for a given earthquake magnitude.100

The probability of observing a rupture at a given distance away from the principal rupture (the first101

term in equation 1) can be estimated from the spatial distribution of fracture density (e.g. Rodriguez102

Padilla et al., 2022b), which is given by the inverse power-law:103

ν(x) = νo

(
x+ xfr

xfr

)−γ

(2)

Where νo is the rupture density at the origin in number of ruptures per unit 1m2 area and xfr is104

a normalizing constant and related to the uncertainty of the location of the principal fault trace in105

meters (Rodriguez Padilla et al., 2022b). The exponent γ is the slope of the decay of rupture density106

with distance, for values of x > d in log-log space, or scaling exponent. The probability of a rupture107

occurrence per unit 1m2 area is given by ν(x).108
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Figure 2: Rupture density distribution (i.e. the probability of finding a rupture per unit area) for the
Landers, Hector Mine, El Mayor-Cucapah, and Ridgecrest earthquakes. The Ridgecrest foreshock
and mainshock are shown as separate events. The shaded region represents the fits within one
standard deviation of the maximum likelihood fit, shown as the bold line, fit using equation 2. The
bottom graphs show the distribution of posterior values for xfr, the uncertainty on the location of
the principal fault trace, and for γ, the scaling exponent of the density-distribution.

We use equation 2 to calculate the rupture density distribution (and thus the probability of finding a109

rupture per unit area) for the Landers, Hector Mine, El Mayor-Cucapah, and Ridgecrest earthquakes110

based on the surface rupture maps for these events in the FDHI database (Figure 2). To do this,111
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we discretize individual ruptures into 1-meter spaced points so that mapping choices do not bias112

the rupture density estimates (Rodriguez Padilla et al., 2022b). We measure the shortest distance113

between each discretized point and the principal rupture, without considering the azimuth of the114

point (i.e. whether points are ahead of a fault tip and parallel to the rupture, or they are along115

the rupture and therefore perpendicular to it). The principal rupture trace for each event (i.e. the116

fault with respect to which fault-perpendicular distance is measured) is simplified from the ruptures117

mapped as primary in each of the rupture maps in the FDHI rupture database (Figure 8 in the118

appendix), with the exception of the Ridgecrest mainshock where a second fault in the middle of119

the dry lake bed was added based on the mapping of Rodriguez Padilla et al. (2022b).120

We fit each parameter in equation 2 to the rupture data using an ensemble sampler Monte Carlo121

Markov Chain (see supplementary methods section). The maximum likelihood fits and posterior122

distributions for xfr and γ are shown in Figure 2 and provided in Table 1. Note that the rupture123

distributions appear to be independent of earthquake magnitude, with all events having similar124

rupture densities νo at the fault, hence the magnitude-independence of the first term in equation 1.125

To assess displacement exceedance (second term in equation 1), we include only the displacements126

in the FDHI database (supplementary Figure 9) measured in the field, and exclude measurements127

derived from other techniques, such as image correlation. This is to ensure that the displacement128

measurements we consider are collected over apertures consistent with the width of individual rup-129

tures. Among the field measurements, we select those labeled as ”net preferred” for our models,130

as these are the measurements recommended for analysis by the FDHI database authors. The vast131

majority of the displacements in the database are lateral and therefore record shear, with a minor132

portion of them recorded in absolute terms, where multiple directional components are recorded as133

a ratio, representing a mixed-mode fracture. Because of the limited information available on frac-134

ture mode and displacement direction, our models are constructed without consideration of these135

parameters.136

Coseismic displacements are highest along the principal rupture trace and decline to lower values on137

more distant distributed ruptures. We find that the mean values of displacement measurements from138

the FDHI database, binned with respect to distance to the principal fault trace, may be modeled as139

an inverse power-law described by:140

λ(x) = β

(
x+ xS

xS

)−n

(3)

where λ is the mean of the displacement at every distance bin, β is the average displacement at141

the origin, x is the location away from the principal fault trace in meters, xS is a normalization142

factor held constant at 1 meter (see supplementary methods in the appendix), and n is the slope of143

the relationship between mean displacement and distance in log-log space, or the scaling exponent.144

We fit equation 3 to the distribution of average displacements with distance for each of the events145

using an ensemble sampler for Monte-Carlo Markov Chain (see appendix for detailed method). The146

maximum likelihood fits and posterior distributions for β and n are shown in Figure 3 and provided147

in Table 1. Values of β range from 1 meter for the Ridgecrest foreshock to 4.2 meters for the Hector148

Mine event, broadly consistent with the average slip at the fault in each earthquake.149
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Figure 3: Distribution of average displacement measured in the field for the Landers, Hector Mine,
El Mayor-Cucapah, and Ridgecrest earthquakes. The scattered dots on the top plot represent the
field displacement data for each event from the FDHI database (Sarmiento et al., 2021). The solid
lines represent the maximum likelihood fits to the distribution and the shaded area shows the 1σ
posterior distribution from a Markov Chain Monte Carlo fit. The bottom panels show the posterior
distributions of β and n, fit using equation 3.

We find that the values of n agree between the different events, averaging around 0.4, though the150

fits of equation 3 to the displacements vary in quality between events, with the Ridgecrest foreshock151

and the Hector Mine events being not well characterized by the power-law decay in equation 3. This152

poor characterization arises from the broader zone of similar average displacement measurements153

near the principal fault trace, and much higher scatter in the further (< 1 km from the fault in154

Hector Mine and < 100 m from the fault in the Ridgecrest foreshock) displacements measured in155

the field (Figure 3). This is clear in the residuals of the fit of equation 3 to the field displacement156

data from these two events (Figure 10 in the appendix). In the case of the Ridgecrest foreshock,157

the constant average displacement values near the principal fault may arise from incomplete rupture158

to the surface, which may be a magnitude-dependent characteristic. This is something we do not159

address in our model. The spatial distribution of mean displacement is well described by equation160

3 for the Ridgecrest mainshock, the Landers, and the El Mayor-Cucapah events, as shown by the161

generally low residuals (<20% of β) of the fit of equation 3 to the field displacement data (figure 10162

in the appendix).163

Within each distance bin (see supplementary methods for details), we find that the population of164

field displacement measurements can be described by exponential or log-normal distributions (Figure165

4). Both the exponential and log-normal models fit the data comparatively well for the range of166

observed slip values near the fault (Figure 4) for the Ridgecrest mainshock, the Ridgecrest foreshock,167

the Landers, and the Hector Mine events. The El Mayor-Cucapah ECDF is best described by the168

uniform CDF, though none of the distributions tested describe the data exceptionally well. For all169

events, beyond the range of observable displacements, the log-normal and exponential distributions170

would make different predictions that would result in slightly different probabilistic models in the171

latter steps in this method. Without observational data spanning higher slip values, we prefer the172

simpler form and less heavy-tailed behavior of the exponential relationship.173
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Figure 4: Empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDF) of the displacements within 6-8 meters
away from the fault for the Landers, Hector Mine, El Mayor-Cucapah, and Ridgecrest earthquakes.
The cumulative distribution functions fit for exponential, log-normal, and uniform distributions are
shown on top.

This exponential relationship holds up well for all of the distance bins analyzed, as shown by the174

observation of similar values for the mean and the standard deviation of displacement measurements175

within each bin (supplementary figure 11). The distribution of displacements within a distance bin176

can thus be described as follows:177

f(S|x) = 1

λ
e

−S
λ (4)

where λ, the mean of the displacement at every distance bin, is the output of equation 3. Combining178

equations 3 and 4 yields:179

f(S) =
1

β

(
x+ xS

xS

)n

e
−S

β

(
x+xS
xS

)n

(5)

Equation 5 is a probability density function (PDF) of observed displacements with distance from180

the principal fault trace. We integrate this PDF from S0, the threshold displacement of interest,181

to Smax, the maximum observed slip in an event (note that we expect Smax ≥ β), to solve for the182
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probability of observing a displacement that exceeds S0 on an observed rupture given an earthquake183

magnitude (second term of equation 1):184

P (S > S0|x, rupture,MW ) =

∫ Smax

S0

1

β

(
x+ xS

xS

)n

e
−S

β (
x+xS
xS

)n
dS

= −e
−S

β (
x+xS
xS

)n
∣∣∣∣Smax

S0

(6)

Note that in evaluating this integral, the term containing Smax is small, so that as long as S0 <<185

Smax, this term can be ignored. This limits the appropriate application of our model to predicting186

the probability of distributed displacements above a threshold that is a fraction (i.e. 10%) of the187

slip measured on the primary fault trace. This limitation is appropriate because solving only for188

the probability of large slip values would be akin to predicting the presence of another primary189

fault trace, which is not the objective of this model. With this application in mind, completing the190

integration of equation 6 yields:191

P (S > S0|x, rupture,MW ) = e
−S0
β (

x+xS
xS

)n
(7)

The displacement threshold, S0, may be adjusted by end-users for different engineering applications.192

Combining the probabilities in equations 2 and 7 yields the solution to equation 1:193

P (S > S0|x,MW ) = νo

(
x+ xf

xf

)−γ

e
−S0
β

(
x+xS
xS

)n

(8)

Note that the magnitude-dependence in this model arises from parameter β, the average displacement194

on the fault.195

Figure 5 shows the relationship in equation 8 for each dataset for x= 1 to x=10 kilometers away196

from the fault, consistent with the extent of ruptures shown in Figure 2, with example values of S0 of197

0.01, 0.1, and 0.5 meters. The probabilities of finding a rupture that hosts displacements larger than198

1 cm near the fault exceed 10% for all of the events considered here, reaching 20% for the Ridgecrest199

foreshock (Figure 5, left). Despite the smaller magnitude, the Ridgecrest foreshock has the highest200

rupture density predicted at the fault, which results in higher probabilities P (S > S0), despite the201

lower value of β, at this displacement threshold. P (S > S0) decreases rapidly with distance for all202

events, even for this small value of S0, such that the probability of finding a rupture that hosts a203

displacement larger than 1 cm is lower than 1 in 1,000 beyond 300 m-1 km from the primary fault204

trace depending on the event.205
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Figure 5: Curves showing the probability per square meter of finding a rupture hosting a displace-
ment that exceeds threshold S0 for the Landers, Hector Mine, El Mayor-Cucapah, and Ridgecrest
earthquakes. The models are generated using equation 8. We show models for S0 = 0.01 m, 0.1 m,
and 0.5 m.

The surface rupture hazard curves for the Ridgecrest mainshock, Landers, El Mayor-Cucapah, and206

Hector Mine events look very similar for S0 = 1 cm to those for S0 = 10 cm. The variability of207

P (S > S0), about a factor of 2, at the intercept, arises largely from the variability in rupture density208

for the different events and likely reflects the natural variability that may be expected for these209

events and low displacement thresholds, regardless of magnitude (Figure 5, center). The magnitude-210

dependence of the model becomes clear with increasing distance away from the fault, given by the211

larger slope of P (S > S0) for the smaller-magnitude Ridgecrest foreshock. This pattern becomes212

even more obvious for the P (S > S0) curves where S0 = 0.5 meters (Figure 5, right). At this213

displacement threshold, the effect of magnitude, captured by parameter β, trumps that of rupture214

density at the intercept and the Ridgecrest foreshock has a lower probability of finding a rupture215

hosting a displacement larger than 0.5 meters than that of the mainshock or Landers. When S0 = 0.5216

m, P (S > S0) becomes lower than 1 in 10,000 at about 500 m-1 km from the fault for the Ridgecrest217

mainshock, the Landers, the Hector Mine, and the El Mayor-Cucapah events. This hazard level is218

crossed at about 200 m from the fault for the Ridgecrest foreshock.219

A generalized rupture-displacement probability model220

e individual models of P (S > S0) for each event (Figure 5) can be used to inform a general model221

that is representative of events like these, i.e., those dominated by distributed deformation, largely222

rupturing through sediment, hosted on immature fault zones.223

To estimate the first term of P (S > S0) for the general model, which is independent of earthquake224

magnitude, we combine the rupture distributions from the FDHI database from these five earth-225

quakes and estimate a general relationship for rupture density with fault-perpendicular distance226

using equation 2 (figure 12 in the appendix). This is possible because the parameters describing the227

spatial distributions of rupture density for all events overlap within error, irrespective of magnitude228

or other event characteristics.229

The second term in P (S > S0) is magnitude-dependent and therefore requires more careful exami-230

nation to be generalized. The scaling exponent, n, that describes the spatial distribution of mean231

displacement is very consistent for the MW 7.1 Ridgecrest mainshock, the MW 7.3 Landers, and the232

MW 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah events, and the distribution of field displacements for these events is233
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well described by equation 3, as captured by the low residuals (figure 10 in the appendix). Thus, to234

estimate n in our general model, we combine the posterior distributions of n from the Landers, El235

Mayor-Cucapah, and Ridgecrest mainshock displacement distributions (Figure 13 in the appendix).236

We find that n is normally distributed with a mean value of 0.41 and a standard deviation of 0.07.237
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Figure 6: Curves showing the probability per square meter of finding a rupture hosting a dis-
placement that exceeds threshold S0 for a surface-rupturing strike-slip earthquake. The models are
generated using equation 8. On the left, we show models for MW = 6, 6.5, 7, and 7.5, where S0 = 0.1
m. On the center, we show models for S0 = 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, and 1 meter, for a MW 7 event.On the
right, we show probability (P (S > S0)) versus displacement hazard curves for an MW 7 event at
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The magnitude-dependence of our probabilistic displacement model arises from parameter β, which238

we propose may be estimated using the empirical relationship for average displacement as a function239

of magnitude using the displacement measurements in the FDHI database:240

log10(β) = bMW − a (9)

where a = 6.8701 ± 0.2446 and b = 0.9629± 0.1288 are the regression coefficients and their respective241

standard errors, determined for strike-slip earthquakes in the regression in Figure 14 in the appendix.242

We rely on the displacements labeled as ’preferred’ in the FDHI database to estimate the mean243

displacement for each strike-slip event. We are not able to use displacements measured in the field244

only because six of the strike-slip events in the database had displacements measured fully remotely.245

Two examples of the general model are shown in Figure 6. One for events of MW = 6, 6.5, 7 and246

7.5, all with S0 = 0.1 m (Figure 6, left), and a second for values of S0 = 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, and 1 m for an247

MW 7 event (Figure 6, center). The magnitude dependence of P (S > S0) for a fixed displacement248

threshold S0 manifests as an increasingly wider hazard envelope, i.e. slope decreases and intercept249

increases with increasing magnitude. For a fixed magnitude, the slope describing the probability250

P (S > S0) increases with increasing displacement threshold S0, and the intercept decreases. The251

relationship of P (S > S0) and displacement threshold (Figure 6, right) shows an increasingly larger252

hazard envelope (i.e. larger probability for a given displacement threshold), for closer distances x to253

the fault.254
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Parameter uncertainty estimates255

The parameters that build our probabilistic displacement model P (S > S0) have uncertainties that256

must be accounted for. The sources of uncertainty in the model are the fitting error in the exponent257

n that describes the PDF of displacements for an event, the uncertainty in the average displacement258

at the fault, β, and the uncertainty in the fits to xfr, νo, and γ which describe the spatial distribution259

of rupture density.260

To combine the errors in both terms in equation 8, we make a prediction for P (S > S0) under each261

set of samples from our suite of 5000 combined parameter sets. The parameters in the first term of262

equation 8, which describe the spatial distribution of rupture density, are correlated, so they must263

be sampled from the same state of the Markov chain for this correlation to be preserved (Figure 15264

in the appendix). The parameters in the displacement term in equation 8 are normally distributed.265

To account for the variability of parameter n, we draw samples from a normal distribution with266

the mean and standard deviations reported in the previous section. The uncertainty of the average267

displacement β is given by the standard error of the regression that describes the scaling of mean268

displacement with magnitude. To account for the expected variability in β, we sample from a normal269

distribution where the mean is given by the best-fit value from our linear regression to the data in270

the FDHI database, and the standard error of the regression serves as the standard deviation of the271

distribution.272

A general model with S0 = 0.1 m and MW 7, with uncertainties, as well as the model residuals re-273

sulting from the 5000 iterations of Monte Carlo sampling are shown in Figure 7. The incompleteness274

of the rupture maps in the far field contributes to the conical shape of the uncertainty distribution,275

which is largely inherited from the uncertainty in the rupture density and average displacement scal-276

ing exponents, γ and n. We estimate the one standard error by estimating the envelope of model fits277

at the 16th and 84th percentiles (1σ). Based on these envelopes, we expect variability in probability278

below one order of magnitude for P (S > S0) within 3 kilometers of the fault, increasing up to 6279

orders of magnitude at 10 km away from the fault. The standard error can be described by the280

expression:281

σM = τex
0.15

(10)

where τ ≈ 5x10-2 for the 84% percentile and τ ≈ −0.10 for the 16% percentile. The fits of equation282

10 to the model fits are shown in red in Figure 7.283

We provide a Jupyter Notebook (see data and resources) that allows end-users to generate their own284

model for P (S > S0). The only inputs required are a displacement threshold S0 and an earthquake285

moment magnitude (MW ). The model outputs P (S > S0) curves with a best-fit model and an286

analytically defined uncertainty range using equation 10.287
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Figure 7: Top: PFDHA model expressing the probability of finding a rupture hosting a displacement
that exceeds threshold S0 = 0.1 m for a surface-rupturing strike-slip earthquake ofMW 7. The model
is generated using equation 8. The shading represents the 1σ confidence intervals. The solid line
represents the best-fit model. Bottom: Model residuals (log). The dotted red line represents the fit
of equation 10 to the logarithm of the residuals. A version of this plot showing the 95% confidence
intervals is shown in the appendix (Figure 17).

Model discussion and limitations288

The model we develop in this contribution is based on rupture maps and field displacement measure-289

ments from select events in the Eastern California Shear Zone and northern Baja California. From290

our limited number of available surface rupturing events with high-resolution maps, there arise some291

challenges and assumptions in this model that limit its application.292

Magnitude-dependence293

Rupture density has no observable dependence on earthquake magnitude within the events studied,294

which span a range of magnitudes between MW 6.4-7.3. However, this could change with an ex-295

panded dataset of high-resolution maps from more events. We find that, with the data available, the296

distributed rupture densities at the principal fault vary by less than a factor of 10, this is a level of297

variability accounted for in the model uncertainties discussed earlier. The rupture density variability298

documented by Rodriguez Padilla et al. (2022b) between different portions of the Ridgecrest 2019299
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surface ruptures, which they found to be independent of the displacement magnitude at the surface,300

exceeds this level of variability. Additionally, the ruptures we use as model inputs largely occurred301

through sediment, which may exert an important effect in rupture density. This is consistent with302

the work of Petersen et al. (2011), who found no dependence between the probability of observing303

a rupture off-fault and the magnitude of the event. Hence there is no basis at this time to develop304

a magnitude-dependent estimator of distributed rupture density.305

It is reasonable to expect some association between the maximum distance from the fault at which306

ruptures are observed and earthquake magnitude, but no such relation can be derived from our307

study. The maximum distance observable is currently limited by the footprint available to map.308

Similarly, while the rupture tips tend to have more distributed ruptures extending away from them,309

the currently incomplete azimuthal coverage of ruptures precludes determining whether a higher310

frequency and extent of distributed ruptures at fault tips stem from a mapping bias or a physical311

feature (e.g. resulting from rupture directivity effects). Long-range azimuthal coverage for future312

events should enable assessing the potential effect of magnitude on the maximum distance from the313

fault at which we observe ruptures, as well as diversity in azimuthal behavior.314

The magnitude dependence in the models for individual events and for our general model is captured315

in parameter β, the expected average displacement measured at the primary fault. This parameter316

separates the Ridgecrest foreshock from the other events distinctly. For the other, MW 7.1 to317

7.3 events, the average displacements reflect variability that exceeds the expected differences as a318

function of magnitude within this narrow magnitude range, making the events indistinguishable319

from each other. An important implicit assumption in our model is that the event assessed has an320

observable surface rupture. The likelihood of an event having a surface rupture, which we do not321

account for, depends on event magnitude (e.g. Wells and Coppersmith, 1993), and is accounted for322

in models that consider hazard for a fault over multiple events (e.g. Petersen et al., 2011). Because323

our models are built to consider single events, we do not include a rate parameter that accounts324

for the frequency distribution of large events on a fault or its slip rate either (e.g. Petersen et al.,325

2011). Note that our model produces higher probabilities of observing a rupture (Equation 2) than326

previous models accounting for distributed ruptures (Petersen et al., 2011). These differences largely327

stem from the use of different input data.328

Sources of uncertainty329

Proper identification of the principal rupture trace is fundamental for the appropriate application330

of our model. The assumption of S0 << Smax in this model, required to obtain the expression in331

equation 7, underscores that our model is not appropriate to deduce the probability of large slip332

on a distributed rupture. This is a minor limitation in the sense that, a second rupture hosting a333

large slip is likely to be identified as an additional principal fault trace. Examples of this kind of334

categorization exist for the Ridgecrest mainshock and the El Mayor-Cucapah events (see figure 8 in335

the appendix), where multiple, parallel ruptures are classified as principal fault traces. Note that336

our model is not conditioned on prior knowledge of whether a fault exists or not (i.e. the model does337

not account for a site-specific understanding of the presence or absence, and age, of minor faults or338

shears).339

Even when the principal rupture trace has been properly localized, there remains a small knee in the340

curve of P (S > S0) in the very near-fault region, inherited from parameter xfr in the expression that341

describes the distribution of rupture density (equation 2). Parameter xfr captures the uncertainty342

in the location of this primary rupture trace and is on the order of a few meters for the events with343

high-resolution maps we use in this study. The uncertainty in the fault location is an important344

parameter to consider in fault hazard assessments (e.g. Chen and Petersen, 2019; Scott et al., 2023).345
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We expect that the uncertainty in the principal fault trace location for faults without recent surface346

ruptures should be, at a minimum, comparable to the values of xfr deduced from these datasets.347

Thus, we consider xfr a useful parameter to incorporate into our model, as it results in a more348

conservative, wider zone of, high P (S > S0) near the fault. More conservative approaches to the349

error in the fault trace are given in Petersen et al. (2011) and Scott et al. (2023).350

The Landers, Hector Mine, Ridgecrest, and El Mayor-Cucapah earthquakes show similar rupture351

distributions. The slopes (γ) or scaling exponents of rupture density that yield the probability of352

finding a rupture at a given distance from the fault overlap within error (Figure 2), though the353

exponents for the Ridgecrest foreshock and mainshock are comparatively lower than those for the354

other events. We suspect the gentler slope of the Ridgecrest events partly results from the inclusion355

of far-field features mapped as simplified lines based on geodetic observations, and from the more356

thorough far-field coverage during the field mapping. The variation of rupture densities at distances357

beyond 3 kilometers away from the main rupture likely results from variable mapping extent (e.g.358

far-field coverage is not complete for each event). Incomplete far field map coverage is accounted for359

in our uncertainties and reflected in the increase in uncertainty in our model with fault-perpendicular360

distance seen in Figure 7.361

An important consideration regarding our model uncertainties is that the posterior distributions362

shown in Figures 2 and 3 only represent how well the models (equations 2 and 3) fit the spatial363

distributions of rupture density and average displacement. These distributions omit the epistemic364

uncertainty carried by these rupture maps and displacement measurements, which is associated365

with variability in mapping completeness throughout, as well as in individual mapper decisions366

when deciding where to place ruptures. The displacement distributions are also affected by the367

individual location errors for each displacement measurement. We expect larger location errors368

in the displacement measurements from the Landers and Hector Mine events, which predate the369

relaxation of selective availability for GPS locations.370

Recommendations for future data collection371

The epistemic uncertainties in these models could be largely mitigated through the data collection372

process in future surface-rupturing earthquakes. In the case of the rupture distributions, even cover-373

age of the area surrounding the fault should largely reduce the far-field variability in the distributions374

and help establish whether a relationship between the location of the furthest rupture observed is375

magnitude-dependent. For the displacements, more careful documentation of the complete displace-376

ment range within the fault zone, without bias toward larger displacements, is necessary. This could377

be achieved through even sampling of displacement measurements along the principal rupture zones.378

In addition, careful documentation of the direction of displacement and separation of horizontal and379

vertical components would enable an expansion of this model to include displacement direction, an380

important component of assessing rupture hazard to engineered structures.381

The characteristics of the events considered in this study make our model suitable for application382

to other faults in immature fault zones (<25 km of cumulative displacement) where large amounts383

of distributed deformation are expected, and in landscapes dominated by extensive sediment cover.384

Our framework may not be appropriate for more mature fault zones with a higher degree of strain385

localization (Dolan and Haravitch, 2014). Because the bulk of the surface ruptures we analyze386

occurred in sediment, the application of this model for events predominantly in bedrock remains387

to be tested. Last, events with substantial blind faulting may cause largely different distributed388

deformation patterns at the surface (e.g. Koehler et al., (2021), where a continuous, primary rupture389

trace cannot be defined, a requirement for the model proposed here.390
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Preliminary model implementation recommendations391

In this contribution, we present a framework for how a distributed displacement model may approach392

the problems of distributed rupture density and displacement exceedance along strike-slip faults. In393

this section, we provide a set of preliminary guidelines to inform how practitioners and other users394

should consider the implementation of this framework to sample sites. This is a very general approach395

that does not take into account the peculiarities of specific structures (e.g. Valentini et al., 2021),396

only considering the dimensions and orientation of the site. From a hazard assessment perspective,397

we are interested in any scenario that includes at least one rupture hosting a displacement exceeding398

a threshold S0 within the dimensions (A) of the site. The probability of this event is given by:399

Psite(x,MW , A) = 1−
∏
A

P (S < SO|x,MW , δa) (11)

For simplicity, equation 11 assumes that the solutions for P (S < SO) are independent of each other400

for each area δa (1m2 throughout this study). This is an assumption we made for the ruptures and401

the displacements in the rupture-perpendicular direction when fitting their spatial distributions. We402

now make this assumption in the rupture-parallel direction as well. Consulting projects will often403

involve sites with footprints in the 50-200 m2 range. We apply equation 11 to the simple case of a 1404

by 50 m long site parallel to a fault, located at 10 m from it in the fault-orthogonal direction. For405

this site, Psite(x,MW , A) = 0.39, for a MW 7 event and a displacement threshold S0=0.1 m. Sites406

with dimensions exceeding 1 m in the fault-perpendicular direction may require accounting for the407

dependence of P (S > S0) on x, especially in the very near field of the fault.408

Conclusions409

Using detailed rupture maps from the Ridgecrest, Landers, Hector Mine, and El Mayor-Cucapah410

earthquakes in southern California and northern Mexico, we develop a framework for PFDHA that411

estimates the probability per unit area of finding a rupture with a displacement exceeding a threshold412

S0, located at a given distance away from a principal fault trace. This model may be best applied to413

assess rupture hazard for a site in the near-field region (<3 km) of immature strike-slip faults (<25414

km of cumulative displacement) where widespread distributed fault ruptures are expected, such as415

in the Eastern California Shear Zone or the Walker Lake Belt of the western United States.416
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Parameter Landers Hector Mine El Mayor-Cucapah
Ridgecrest
(foreshock)

Ridgecrest
(mainshock) General model

νo 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.31 0.20 0.13
xfr (meters) 7.0 5.7 7.5 1.3 2.0 6.7

γ 1.29 1.28 1.11 0.88 0.94 1.19
β (meters) 2.1 4.2 3.1 1.0 2.9 β(MW )

n 0.37 0.40 0.42 0.51 0.36 0.41

Table 1. Distribution of best-fit parameters for each event and the general model in equation 8.535
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Appendix536

Supplementary figures537

Landers Hector
Mine

El Mayor
Cucapah

Ridgecrest
sequence

Figure 8: Distributed ruptures (black) and simplified principal rupture trace (red) for each event
considered in this study.
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Figure 9: Displacement data from the Landers (red), Hector Mine (green), El Mayor-Cucapah (teal),
and Ridgecrest earthquakes (foreshock in orange and mainshock in purple) plotted over the principal
rupture trace of each event. The displacement data is sourced from the Fault Displacement Hazard
Initiative database (Sarmiento et al., 2021) and we only consider measurements collected in the field.
The principal rupture traces are roughly simplified from the ruptures classified as primary in the
FDHI database (see figure 8) in the appendix.
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Figure 10: Model residuals from the best fits of equation 3 to the field displacement data in the
FDHI database for each event (Figure 3). The residuals are normalized by the value of β for each
event to account for the magnitude-dependence of displacement.
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Figure 11: Mean (blue) and standard deviation (pink) of slip with fault-perpendicular distance
for the Landers, Hector Mine, El Mayor-Cucapah, and Ridgecrest earthquakes. The consistent
correlation of the mean and the standard deviation suggests the displacements are exponentially
distributed within each distance bin.
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Figure 12: General model for the decay of rupture density with fault-perpendicular distance gen-
erated from combining the distributed rupture maps from the Landers, Hector Mine, El Mayor-
Cucapah, and Ridgecrest earthquakes.
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Figure 13: Concatenated posteriors for n in equations 3 and 8 from the Landers, Ridgecrest main-
shock, and El Mayor-Cucapah event. Note that n is roughly normally distributed. The vertical red
lines indicate the mean and data within one standard deviation of the mean.
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Figure 14: Top: Scaling of mean slip in meters with event magnitude for the strike-slip events in
the FDHI database (Sarmiento et al., 2021). The best fit to the data using a least-squares approach
is shown in the solid maroon line. Bottom: Model residuals.
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Figure 15: Distribution of parameters from equation 8. νo, xfr, and γ are sampled from the posterior
distributions of the fits in supplementary figure 12. n is sampled from a normal distribution where
the mean and standard deviation of are calculated from the posterior distributions of the events well
described by the displacement model in equation 3 (figure 13.)
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Figure 16: Standard error as a function of magnitude for the general model based on the standard
error of the regression in figure 14.
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Figure 17: Top: PFDHAmodel expressing the probability of finding a rupture hosting a displacement
that exceeds threshold S0 = 0.1 m for a surface-rupturing strike-slip earthquake ofMW 7. The model
is generated using equation 8. The shading represents the 95% confidence intervals. The solid line
represents the best-fit model. Bottom: Model residuals. The dotted red line represents the fit of
equation 10 logarithm of the residuals.

Supplementary methods538

We build on the method in Rodriguez Padilla et al. (2022b) to estimate the decay of rupture539

density with fault-perpendicular distance for each event. We begin by discretizing every rupture540

into 1m spaced points, to minimize the effect of mapper bias in rupture continuity. Next, we541

measure the distance between each point and the nearest point on the main rupture. The principal542

rupture is simplified for each event from the cracks defined as primary in the FDHI rupture database543

(supplementary figure 8). We then log bin the distances into 100 bins, from 0 to the furthest rupture544

from the main rupture, and count the number of rupture segments per bin. Last, we normalize each545

bin by its size, and the entire decay by the total length of the principal fault. This produces the546

decays shown in Figure 2.547

We fit each decay with an affine-invariant ensemble sampler for Markov Chain Monte Carlo (Good-548

man and Weare, 2010; Foreman-Mackay et al., 2013) to estimate the maximum likelihood parameters549

for equation 2. As priors, we use uniformly distributed values of νo= (0,3), xfr= (0, 100) meters,550

and γ = (0, 3). We assume that the error of ν(x) in each bin is Poisson-distributed, following the551

method of Powers and Jordan (2010). We employ an ensemble of 200 walkers, which run for 100,000552
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iterations, following a 10,000-iteration burn-in period.553

We follow a similar approach to estimate the decay of average displacement with fault-perpendicular554

distance. We take the displacements from the FDHI database for each event and measure their555

distance to the principal rupture trace (supplementary figure 8). We then log-bin the distances into556

40 bins, from 0 to the furthest rupture from the main rupture, and calculate the average displacement557

per bin. Note we use a smaller number of bins for the displacement data than the rupture locations558

(Figure 1) because of the smaller number of displacement measurements (Figure 9 in the appendix).559

This binning produces the decays shown in Figure 3. We fit each decay with an affine-invariant560

ensemble sampler for Markov Chain Monte Carlo (Goodman and Weare, 2010; Foreman-Mackay et561

al., 2013) to estimate the maximum likelihood parameters for equation 3. As priors, we use uniformly562

distributed values of β= (0,15) meters and n=(0,3). We employ an ensemble of 200 walkers, which563

run for 100,000 iterations, following a 10,000-iteration burn-in period. Note that we fix xS = 1 meter564

in equation 3 because this provides a better model fit than letting xS be a free parameter that is fit565

with the ensemble sampler for Markov Chain Monte Carlo and contributes to reducing uncertainty566

in the model fits. We also tested values of xS = 10 meters, with worse residuals, thus the choice of567

xS = 1 meter.568
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